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  The 2018 Stephen G. Cary Memorial Lecture 

The Stephen G. Cary Memorial Lecture  

was endowed by Norval and Ann Reece and established in 2004  

in concert with Pendle Hill’s publication of Steve Cary’s memoir,  

The Intrepid Quaker: One Man’s Quest for Peace. 

Sarah Willie-LeBreton teaches at Swarthmore College, where she chairs 

the Department of Sociology & Anthropology and regularly coordinates the 

Black Studies Program. A graduate of Haverford College, she serves on its 

Corporation and Board of Managers and has served on the Pendle Hill Board. 

Sarah edited and contributed to the volume, Transforming the Academy 

(2016), and authored Acting Black (2003). Her scholarly interests are in 

social inequality and complementarity. A convinced Friend, she is a member 

of Providence Monthly Meeting, Chester Quarter, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.  

In this talk, I assume that genuine social relationship is necessary for justice, 

and I argue that its absence leads to what most people might characterize as 

evil.  As much as we hunger for mutuality and connection, for many of us, the 

daily temptation of our lives is to distinguish ourselves as worthy, aware, and 

insightful. When we are disconnected from genuine community, very quickly 

those whom we dislike or with whom we disagree become unworthy, unaware, 

and even evil in our hearts and minds. The temptation is powerful and 

understanding its role in our lives can help us to seek out our biggest fears, 

lead us away from gossip and resentment, and offer us continual experiences 

where mutuality, humor, kindness, humility and the joy of serendipity are 

revealed. 


